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The problem of truth

What is truth? Ever since Aristotle – to speak truly is to say of what is that it is and of what is not that it is
not – truth, and the connection between what we say and what we are speaking about it ‘stands for’, have
eluded philosophical attempts at explanation. What is this rather mysterious relation of ‘correspondence
to reality’ that distinguishes what we say when we speak truly from what we say when we speak falsely?

One aspect of the philosophical problem of truth is that it is the joint outcome of two metaphysically rather
different participants: what we say, whatever that is, is ‘on our side’, as it were, pertains not only to the world
but also to our conception of it; what there is, on the other hand, is, at least in part, independent of what we
take it to be – it has some ‘life’ of its own, independent of our concepts, conceptions and conceptualisations.
The joint participation of both participants is necessary to ensure that ‘truth is not up to us’, that we may
(seriously, honestly, in the best way we can) try to get at truth and still fail. When it comes to truth, success
is not guaranteed and indeed could not be guaranteed and still be considered success.

In general, the cross-categorical gulf separating what we say from what may make it true, has tried to be
bridged in two different ways: either by making what we say more similar to what makes it true, or by
trying an assimilation in the other direction. An extreme case of the latter strategy is the so-called ‘identity
theory of truth’. One, quite flat-fooded way of taking truth to be identity is to introduce “proposition”
for whatever it is that is true when we speak truly and then to introduce “fact” as standing for “true
proposition”: “corresponds to a fact” then becomes synonymous with “is true”, “stating the facts” synonymous
with “speaking truly”.

Leibniz can perhaps be understood as arguing for the converse assimiliation: rather than making worldly,
truth-responsible items more similar to the structure of our thought and talk, he analyses what we say and
think in terms of being about what things make it true when it is.

What is it to be this table? Any answer to that question will predicate some things true of it, attribute to
the table some properties. Even though it is, given our ignorance and the complexity of the world, not to
be expected that we ever arrive, or even could in principle arrive at a full answer to this question, we still
distinguish between fuller and more partial accounts: clearly, to say that it is both grey and rectangular is
to say more of the truth about this table than just to say that it is grey. It is natural to assume that there
is, or at least in principle could be, a limit to this progression: that there is a full story to be told about this
table, a full characterisation to be had, if not for us, then at least in principle.

Suppose now we had such a full characterisation T of our table t. What else, it may be asked, could there
even be about t than T ? Of course, one way of understanding this question is as the query whether T
really is the full characterisation of t. As we assumed it to be, we can leave this reading aside. Another way,
however, is to understand the question whether there might be something else, something not property-
like, that has to be ‘added’ to T to ‘give’ t? Though the terms of the question are tendentious, to say the
least, its receiving a negative answer has been taken to constitute a significant metaphysical result.



The bundle-theory of particulars gives us a version of the identity theory of truth: to truly predicate a
property F of some particular a is true if and only if F is among the properties in the bundle that is
identical to a.

The problem of analyticity

The traditional conception of analyticity as truth in virtue of meaning: “p” is analytic iff it is true in virtue
of the meaning of one of the word it contains. This is normally taken to at least entail: there is a word, “x”,
occurring as a proper syntactical constituent in “p”, that has a meaning m such that “x means m” entails
p.

The problem of contingency

Two crucial ingredients: containment-theory of truth; complete-concept notion of individuals.

Pro-contingency motivation: free will; counter-contingency motivation: universal demonstrability of truth
claims.

Couturat, Leibniz’s Logic, : ‘infinite analysis’ analysis of contingency.

Russell, Critical Exposition, : existence-based reading of contingency. Couturat’s objection to Russell:
Russell confuses Leibniz with Kant, claiming the syntheticity of the existence predicate.

Adams, “Leibniz’s Theories of Contingency”, distinguishes the following accounts:

. contingency by the criterion of infinite analysis (original Leibnizian; Adams , Hacking ,
Mates , Rescher ). But the analogy with math is partial; and it invites an epistemic reading
of truth, relying on the mode of access.

. contingency based on the difference between the complete concept and the set of the essential proper-
ties of the individual, the “increment-view” (interpretation rather than original Leibnizian: Grimm

, Ishiguro ). But this conflicts with Leibnizian superessentialism (Mondadori, Mates, Garber,
Cover/Hawthorne).

. contingency based on the tensed view of the temporal features of individuals (can be backed, but still
an interpretation: Woolhouse , Mondadori ); Woolhouse distinguishes conceptual openness
of the future from its empirical closedness (script is written, but can be enacted in different ways).

. contingency as the lack of definition for concrete individuals (interpretation: C.D. Broad ).
Would have to be updated to fit with serious essentialism à la Lowe, Fine, Matthews.

. contingency in the sense of Leibnizian possibility, ‘things possible in their own nature’ (Adams ,
Mates , E. Vailati , G. Lloyd ). But this conflicts with Leibniz’s Platonism, the view that
worlds are made up of individual concepts, not possible individuals – so possibility is only de dicto,
sub ratione generalitatis (response to Arnauld’s objection), but the complete concept “reaches the
individual” (Correspondence : ).

. contingency of empirical existence (Leibnizian, see Russell , , Curley , Rescher ,
). Best one: Leibniz says that “creatures are contingent [iff] their existence does not follow from

their essence” but also distinguishes in “Necessary and Contingent Truths” between the creation of
the members of the series and the creation of the series itself. Existence “comes from an extrinsic
principle”, not from a definition (Grua ). So Curley is right that existence for Leibniz is an
“extrinsic denomination”, like position.


